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The Montclair Public Library Foundation is a 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization that develops philanthropic
support for the Montclair Public Library. Established
in 2002, the MPL Foundation strives to increase
funding for Library programs, collection enhancement,
staff development, special projects, and other critical
needs that exceed municipal funding. Through the
development of new financial resources, the MPL
Foundation seeks to ensure that the Library meets
the needs of its diverse community and maintains its
stature as one of the foremost libraries in the State of
New Jersey.
Dear Friends,

Across America, more people visit their public library than other places of recreation and entertainment. In Montclair, that is no different. The Montclair Public Library is busier and more popular than ever. Every morning people eagerly wait to come through our doors—and we do our best to greet them with what they want. Whether it’s the latest bestseller, or a program on decluttering their life, or help with preparing for an exam, there is probably something at the Library to catch their interest.

Even if they can’t be waiting at our door, services like Hoopla, Kanopy, and OverDrive allow customers to download or stream digital content at home, at the park, or on the train. How customers access information has changed, and so has the Library. We remain more relevant than ever before with more materials and services available 24/7 on our website.

From adding more opportunities to be out in the community with our new Bookmobile, to highlighting the racial inequalities in America, or sharing with children that you can be who you want to be, we’re proud of the efforts we have made this past year to make the Library a library for all.

We appreciate all who use our Library, volunteer their time, teach a class or program, or donate to the Foundation. It takes many hands to make a library work, and we wouldn’t be able to do all we do without you.

Thank you.

Peter D. Coyl, MLIS
Director | Montclair Public Library
2019
BY THE NUMBERS

443,747 items checked out, including books, CDs, DVDs, museum passes, eBooks, WiFi hotspots, and downloadable content

329,261 visits made to the Main Library and Bellevue Avenue Branch—that’s 51 people every hour we are open

63,848 informational questions answered by Library staff—that’s 13 questions every hour we are open

32,474 internet sessions provided to the public

31,697 attendees at programs and class sessions

12,143 items added to the Library collection, including print and audio-visual content

684 donors gave to the Library in 2019, supporting our efforts to be a library for all

126 years of dedicated service to the people of Montclair

Grants RECEIVED

American Library Association
...support for the Great Stories program

Essex County Department of Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Affairs
...support for the Summer of Shakespeare program
...support for local history digitization projects and building research outreach

Inventors Foundation
...support for the Open Book / Open Mind program

The Montclair Foundation
...support for the Open Book / Open Mind program
2019 continued the excellent work of the Youth & Teen Services department as it sought to expand young minds and build community. Highlights include:

**Michelangelo the miniature therapy horse** visited MPL in the winter of 2019 and even autographed (or auto-hoofed) his very own book, to the delight of children. Michelangelo’s favorite pastime is visiting residents at assisted living facilities and nursing homes, as well as schools for children with special needs.

MPL presented **Drag Queen Story Hour** with Harmonica Sunbeam. Children and their adults loved Harmonica’s stories and messages that underscored the importance of gender diversity, accepting oneself and others, and empathy. The program set out to curb the bullying of LGBTQ children and was followed by a take-home craft.

Children of all ages learned **bicycle repair with shop teacher Mr. G**, including useful skills like fixing flat tires, gear adjustments, and brake replacement on their own bicycles and on examples provided by Mr. G. Participants enjoyed this hands-on outdoor workshop that demystified bicycle repair and taught them what DIY is all about.

All year long, children, tweens, and teens attended the popular **Game On drop-in series**. From Wii games like Just Dance to board games like Mancala and Monopoly, these communal activities helped to build new friendships among our young patrons.
Adult SERVICES

2019 saw the introduction of citizenship exam prep classes, expanded outreach to seniors, and a 246% increase in “Book a Librarian” appointments. Concerts, English classes, and other favorites remained popular. Summer reading participation increased, with 695 books read by 105 adults.

A trio of concerts featuring talent from Montclair State University entertained audiences at the Library: the Heimat Quartet on January 26, a woodwind concert by the Arctic 5 quintet on April 1, and “Sounds of South America” by guitarist Darren O’Neill and flautist Guilherme Andreas on October 7.

Summer of Shakespeare started on May 11 with “Romeo & Juliet,” performed by the Shakespeare Theatre of NJ (STNJ). A total of 418 people enjoyed our series of movie screenings; another STNJ performance; and an Elizabethan concert by Jason Priset, Tracy Cowart, and John Mark Rozendaal. The series was funded in part by a grant from the Essex County Department of Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Affairs as part of their Essex County Local Arts Grant Program.

With the Undoing Racism Committee of The Unitarian Universalist Congregation at Montclair and the Montclair History Center, MPL observed the 400th anniversary of the arrival of the first Africans to be sold into bondage in North America. The 400 Years of Inequality series included a talk by Dionne Ford, editor of “Slavery’s Descendants: Shared Legacies of Race and Reconciliation” on October 15; and a talk by Marcus Nevius, author of “City of Refuge: Slavery and Petit Marronage in the Great Dismal Swamp, 1763-1856” on October 19.

Additional highlights include:

- KonMari organizer Cassidy Nasello’s “Declutter Your Life” sparked joy on January 15.
- Attendees learned about media literacy at “Don’t Fall for Fake News,” led by journalist Theresa Walsh Giarusso on May 14.
- Acclaimed author and journalist Kevin Powell presented “Having Love and Hope in a Time of Hate: An Interactive Conversation” to a riveted crowd of almost 100 on May 31.
- Actor Marvin Jefferson portrayed artist and activist Paul Robeson in a Chautauqua performance to an audience of 115 on September 4.
- Author Dale Berra shared stories from his book “My Dad, Yogi” and Montclair memories on November 6.
Adult SCHOOL

Over 400 classes, lectures, and trips were offered in four semesters, with over 16,000 attendees in the 1,534 sessions held at the Library and offsite locations around town.

Winning a New Jersey State Library Award for Multicultural Programming, the day-long Celebration of Peruvian Culture on June 19 welcomed one of the largest turnouts for any Library event. Over 300 people joined us for singing, dancing, food, and much more. The event was presented by the Adult School in partnership with Kristine Massari and Enrico Granafei of Trumpets Jazz Club.

Trips took students near and far to experience a variety of exhibits and locales, including Winterthur, the Gold Coast Mansions of Long Island, Grounds for Sculpture, Chuang Yen Monastery, St. John the Divine and the Wallach Gallery at Columbia University, Princeton’s McCarter Theater for Harlem 100, and a whale- and dolphin-watching boat trip from Cape May. Locally, many residents enjoyed gourmet cooking classes with our partners at The Montclair Culinary Academy.

With generous support from a donor, the Adult School offered outSPOKEN: Empowerment / Writing / Fitness / Organization for Young Men, a summer program to empower rising 9th grade male students as they transitioned to high school. A team of local educators taught literary arts skills through hip hop and performance poetry, as well as fitness (non-contact kickboxing), healthy eating, and confidence building. This holistic approach prepared the students for academic engagement and future success.

Fitness, Games, and Arts & Crafts continued to be some of the most popular categories. In 2019, the Adult School added basket making, pottery, and—in partnership with GlassRoots Studio in Newark—glass beadmaking and glassblowing classes. Two other new classes, indoor rowing and beginner mah jongg, also proved very popular.

Over 50 lectures covered topics ranging from music and art to world history and science. The Golden Anniversary of Apollo XI was a highlight of the summer. In addition, the Adult School participated in Library-wide themes, including 400 Years of Inequality and Black History Month. It also continued its lecture partnerships with the Louis Armstrong House Museum and Montclair State University.
Bellevue Avenue BRANCH

2019 introduced many new events at the Branch and also continued traditional programming for patrons of all ages.

The 9th annual “Music Mondays,” sponsored by the Friends of the Bellevue Avenue Library, brought families together to listen to free concerts on the Branch’s plaza.

Many preschools visited the Branch to hear themed storytimes, learn what libraries are, and explore how to use them. For older children, the “Friday Gameday” program connected teens with the latest video games to de-stress after a long week of school.

Outreach AND ACCESS

Thanks to generous funding from the MPL Foundation, the Library gained a new vehicle for outreach and continued offering access to the area’s many cultural institutions.

The Library purchased an eco-friendly Bookmobile, also known as the “eTuk,” to travel to community centers, street fairs, parks, and other public gathering spots in Montclair. Patrons with their library card can check out books on the spot.

The Museum Pass Program provides free admission to over a dozen cultural institutions in the New York City area, including the Brooklyn Botanic Gardens, Guggenheim, Montclair Art Museum, MoMA, New-York Historical Society, and Newark Museum of Art.
In 2019, MPL continued to offer its popular Open Book / Open Mind series. Readings and conversations included:

Chris Wilson in conversation with Charles Rosen
Benilde Little and Ylonda Gault Caviness in conversation with Veronica Chambers
Lidia Bastianich in conversation with Marissa Rothkopf Bates
Julia Alvarez in conversation with Yvonne Latty
Edward Tenner in conversation with Steve Lohr
David Itzkoff in conversation with Alan Sepinwall
Marcy Dermansky in conversation with Kate Tuttle
Dan Barry in conversation with Matthew Purdy
Dan Okrent in conversation with Jonathan Alter
B. A. Shapiro in conversation with Caroline Leavitt
Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey in conversation with Matthew Purdy

The 11th edition of The Little Read took place from October 16 to 19. This read-aloud marathon, geared toward children in preschool through fourth grade, brought together Montclair neighbors, writers, local heroes, and celebrities in a town-wide celebration of literacy and community. Readings consisted of 10-minute slots, featured a wide variety of books, and took place throughout Montclair.

Funds raised through sponsorships support the Youth & Teen Services department and its Summer Reading Program. A big thank you to our Little Read sponsors:

Scholastic
Hackensack Meridian Health
Mountainside Medical Center
Don Katz and Leslie Larson
Rose Cali
Rosemary and Al Iversen
Montclair State University
Judith Tilton
Bobbi Brown and Steven Plofker
Cornerstone Montclair
Watchung Booksellers
Blue Foundry Bank
Montclair Orthodontics
Sparkles Dentistry for Children
Joe’s Tea

We are grateful for the generous sponsors of Open Book / Open Mind:

Montclair Public Library Foundation
The Montclair Foundation
Investors Foundation
Watchung Booksellers

Special thanks to series founders Jennifer Dorr and David Jones and to the rest of the Advisory Board:

Jonathan Alter  DT Max  Kate Tuttle
Neal Caruth  Juan Milà  Susan Weinberg
Ivan Held  Margot Sage-el  Abby West
Marc Lacey

Photo by Chanda Hall

We are grateful for the generous sponsors of Open Book / Open Mind:
Thank you to all of our 2019 donors! Your generosity makes it possible to offer valuable programs and resources to everyone in our community.

**Library Champions ($10,000+)**

Jonathan Bellack and Jennifer Bonnell  
Stephen and Evelyn Colbert

**Library Advocates ($5,000 - $9,999)**

Anonymous  
Frederick Chichester and Patricia Kenschaft  
Fleet Feet Sports  
Scholastic, Inc.  
Claire Walls and Banks Tarver  
Josh and Judy Weston  
The Whitehill Foundation

**Library Supporters ($1,000 - $4,999)**

Doug and Alison Bauer  
Alan Berkowitz  
David Bessey and Kathleen Cullina-Bessey  
Valerie Block and Alexis Romay  
Rose Cali  
Brian Clarkson and Christina Cotton  
Kenneth and Ellen Colton  
Melinda Covington  
David Emero and Elizabeth Emery  
Emer Featherstone  
Mary Anne Ford  
Jacqueline Goldin  
Irena Goldstein  
Hackensack Meridian Health  
Mountainside Medical Center  
William E. Hamilton  
Ivan and Patricia Held  
Thomas and Mary Heyman  
Arthur Hickok and Emily Grand  
Samuel Huber and Catherine Weiss  
Harold Hutchinson  
Al and Rosemary Iversen  
Jerry L. and Barbara J. Burris Foundation, Inc.  
Alan and Jill Johnson  
David R. and Mary Lee Jones  
Don Katz and Leslie Larson
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Bruce Keller  
Andrew and Wendy Lacey  
Maura C. Lockhart and James Lukenda  
Joseph and Diana Lunin  
Tyler and Joanne Mathisen  
Reimer and Susan Mellin  
Maureen Michaud  
Melissa Moore  
Thomas C. Nye  
Timothy O’Brien  
Paypal Charitable Giving Fund  
Stacey and Russell Pinilis  
Donald and Jill Seagraves  
Rita Singer  
Kate and James Stanford  
Diana Stewart de Perkins  
David and Lois Stith  
Todd Tauber and June Nguyen  
Robert Tortoriello  
JC Uva and Liz Rich  
Fred Williams

Library Lovers ($1 - $999)

Anonymous  
Steven Abrahamson and Maritza Guzman  
Gail Abramowitz  
Frances Adams  
Robert and Beth Adleman  
Connie Alexis-Laona  
Eve Allen  
Joseph and Lisa Amato  
Audrey Anderson  
Kristina Anderson  
Brenda Angelosante  
Phyllis Aniello  
Philip Appel  
Aviva Arad and Zohar Rotem  
Linda Ariel  
Jean M. Armstrong  
Emily Aronson and Steven Ross  
Dave Astor  
Mary Augone and John Andrew Maguire  
Andy Ayala  
Charles and Ellie Bagli  
Timothy Ball  
Elaine Barden  
Lawrence Barnes  
Bashir and Lynnette Baskinger  
Rikke Beal  
Bernard and Judy Beck  
Steven and Emily Mitchell Becker  
Waltraut and Carlos Becker  
Jaime Bedrin and Scott Todd  
Eric T. and Kathryn H. Beelitz  
Carole and Robert Behnke  
Benevity, Inc.  
Christopher and Michelle Berardelli  
Mindy Miller Berg  
Helen Berman  
Debbie and Steve Bernstein  
Alfred and Victoria Berutti  
Rita Bettenbender  
Richard Bieble and Anne Keys  
Monica Biondi  
Bruce and Lynn Bird  
Eileen Birmingham  
David Blackburn and Megan Beardsley  
Daniel Blackman and Meg Siesfeld  
Gene and Joan Bloch  
Blue Foundry Bank
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Gerald and Linda Blume
Elise Boddie
Carolee and Paul Boger
Julia Bonsal
Todd Boressoff and Judith Farbman
Diane Borradaile
Adam Bradford and Sarah Chamberlin
Marilyn Brenner
Bright Funds Foundation
Henry Brown
Renee and Michael Brown
Michael and Carolyn Brown-Kalthoff
Hilary and Doug Brylka
Adelle Buck
Joshua and Rebecca Burch
Robyn Burns
Kathleen Cambor
Lourdes Canizares
Phyllis Capriotti
Jeff and Liz Carey
Penelope Carey
Clark and Lynn Carmichael
Elizabeth Carroll
Kathleen Carroll
Linda Cary
Catcom Computers Inc.
William Montgomery Cerf and Julie Cerf
Nancy Chambers and Alan Smith
Margaret Cherep
Deborah Risa Cherkin
Maureen Christensen
Scott and Amy Claman
Shirley Cobert
Donald Cohen
Harris and Renee Cohen
Patricia Colagiuri
Jeffrey Cole
Glenn and Sarah Collins
Kathleen Comini
Barbara Conover
Paula Conway
Christopher and Deborah Corbett
Winfred Cordero and Jessica Sporn
Lauren Corey
Murray and Cynthia Corhan-Aitken
Cornerstone Montclair
James Cotter and Mary Sok
Cynthia Cox
Elizabeth Githens Coyle
Susan Craig
Bonnie Cushing
Paul and Maryann Cushman
Nicholas Cvetovich
Jerry and Maria Czin
Sister Patricia Daly
Sarah and Deno Damaskos
Susan Jean Dan and Steven Smith
Thomas and Deborah D’Angelo
Maris Davis and Tray Davis
Ruth Davis
Charlie Dawson
Julian de la Pena
Debi Debiak
Ramon Delgado
Kevin and Anne Denning
Kathleen Denny
Ernest DeSalvo
Leonard J. and Carmel Desiderio
David and Melissa Deutsch
Itai, Lauren, and Orli Dinour
Aman D’Mello and Mark Malaspina
Randolph and Jackie Doerr
Peter and Lois Donegan
Judith Dorphley
Kenneth Dowell and Melissa Klurman
Kevin and Christie Dreyfuss
Craig Dubitsky and Alexandra Okun
Connie DuHamel
Thomas and Susan Dunn
Charles and Elizabeth Earl
Anne Earley
Roslyn Edgerton
Barry and Jill Edinburg
Glen Eichler and Michele Tomasik
John Ekstrom
Gina Elliott
Jean Ellis
Mary Ellen Ellis
Sally Ellyson
Daniel Elmowitz and Yuan Diao
Sybil Eng and Tad Roselund
Larry Engelstein and Celia Radek
Robert and Rita Erickson
Edward and Andrea Forcer Evans
Donors
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John and Michele Farber
Gerry and Edward Farley
Catherine Farrell
Christine Faurot
Emer Featherstone
Bill Feeney
Buddy Feld and Jose Virella
Stephen Feldberg and Mary Knowles
John Feraca and Angela Suarez
Harold and Barbara Ferguson
Armand and Eileen Ferretti
Jennifer Fidllo-Bugat
Gerald and Marjorie Fierst
Michael Finck
Ivy Fischer and Debra Glessner
Lucy Fitzgerald
Mark D. Fitzgerald
Kathleen Flanagan
Joseph and Carolyn Fleischer
Sean and Erin Flynn
Edward and Joyce Foley
J. Font and Nancy Judge
Steven and Vicki Fox
Zenobia Fox
Diane Franciose
Hillary Frank
Scott Frank and Rachel Bernstein
Joel and Nancy Franklin
Susan Freedman
Paul Freeman
Harry and Jennifer Friedberg
James K. Friedman and Janet Boltax
Mark and Joanne Friedman
Mark and Joyce Friedman
Pierson and Sara Friend
Elizabeth Fuqua and Howard Kerbel
Gail Galasso
Matthew and Deborah Garrison
Anita Geffinger
The Honorable Thomas P. Giblin
Gregory and Georgette Gilmore
Noemi Giszpenc and Paul Fitzpatrick
Wladimir and Annie Giszpenc
Peter and Alica Giuffra
Susan Gloeckner
Soam Goel and Tessie Thomas
Brad and Jeni Goldman
Elissa Beth Goldman
Michael and Lori Goldstein
Paul and Ann Goldstein
Bruce and Laurie Goodman
William Goodman and Rebecca Goldburg
Laurie Levin Goodstine
Carolyn Gould
Michael Goulder and Carolyn Buck
Steve and Nancy Grande
Paul and Margorie Grayson
Andrew and Barbara Green
Judith A. Greene
Vivi and Howard Greenspan
Steven and Laurel Griff
William and Darlene Griggs
David and Shirley Grill
Jonathan and Cathlin Grupper
Michelle Guerette
Andrew Gutelle and Sena Messer
Aleta Guzik
Isabelle Haas
David and Miriam Haimes
Half Hour Book Club
Thomas Halgren and Beatrice Schaer
Kate Haller
Joseph Hallock
Mara Harkins
Krista Harris
Richard Harris
Carol Harrissmannes
David and Kathleen Harrison
William Harrison and Lois Hull
Felice A. Harrison-Crawford
Arthur and Susan Hatzopoulos
Robert and Susan Hayes
Stratton and Rhonda Heath
Brian and Michal Herman
Chris Hermer
Henry J. Hersch
Laura and Matthew Hertzog
James and Patricia Hobin
Ryan Hobler and Lauren Cancelosi
Diane Hoffman
Amy Hohn
Leon Hojegian and Jill Hoffman
Betty Holcomb
Ralph Holmin
Donors
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Lauri Hornik and Peter Kaplan
Lon and Lisa Hoyt
Ching-Fen and Margaret Ann Hsiao
Tatyana Hube
Evan and Sarah Hudson-Plush
Colleen and Benjamin Ijalana
Joseph and Lisa Imberman
Lois and Martin Infeld
J.M. Kaplan Fund, Inc.
Joshua and Sarah Jacobstein
Norman James
Joel and Mary Jeffrey
Carrell Jenious
Andre John and Nina Cooke John
Charles and Alice Johnson
Diana Johnson
Elaine and Craig Jordan
David and Jeanne Josephson
Madifing Kaba
Lauren Kaiser
Marsha Kalman and David Hicks
Joanmarie Kalter
Yasuo and Emy Kamihara
Aki and Mutsumi Kaneda
Robert Kantor
Stanley and Mary Jane Karp
Carol Katzman
Paula Kaufmann and Ron Epstein
Joseph Kavesh
Kathryn Kempf
Stanley and Claire Keyles
Charles F. and Barbara A. Kiley
Montserrat Kim
Marylou Kirk
Bob Kirkman and Mary Moriarty
Emily Klein
Wolf Knapp and Margaret Malloy
Joseph and Teresa Kneuer
David Korfhage and Julianne Hunt
Joanne Kornoelje
Michael and Irene Kostrzewa
Chris Kovel and Leeta Jordan
Marilyn Kozak
David Kravitz
Barnett and Bernice Kreger
Frances Kroekel
Sheldon Kugelmass and Amy Josephson
Lynne and Lanny Kurzweil
Carolyn Lack
Patricia LaDuCa
Richard Lamoreaux and Janet Donohue
Carl and Carolyn Lane
Tom Larson
Michael Laser and Jennifer Prost
Paul Ledgett and Catherine Angus
A. Bryan Lees and Paula Whitlock
John Leib
Paul Lennon
Hillary Leonard
Jules and Daryl Lerner
Robert and Mary Levai
Robert and Mana Levine
Martin and Carol Lewkowicz
Shirley Li
Erik Lillquist and Heather Taylor
Christopher and Carol Lippincott
Linda G. Lipscomb
Literary Visions
Barbara Litwinka
Robin Lobsztz
Victor and Ulrike Lombardi
Mario and Rona Lopresti
Carmel Loughman
Jean Louis and Marsha Turlin
Louis F. and Reberta C. Albright Foundation, Inc.
Steve Lucas and Emily Rosenblum
Jenny Lunin
Mark and Florence Lurinsky
Jay and Andrea Lustig
Wendy Elaine MacAuley
Susan Mack
Wendell and Ellen Maddrey
Paul and Adele Maguire
Shawn Mahoney and Carol Davison
Karolina Maneva-Jakimoski
Kenneth and Julie Adams Marchini
Edward and Jennifer Markham
Kim Marsh
Donald and Grace Martin
John and Frances Martin
Maria Martinez
Janet Mason
Joseph Mason
Natasha Mathias, Sparkles Dentistry
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Michael and Tsafi Matthews
Rob and Katie Maurizi
Florence McAlvanah
Diane McCarthy
Lynn McFarlane
Theodora McKee
Bonnie McKenna
Joseph McKenna and Lisa Gallagher
Rebecca Ann McWilliams
Jeffrey and Mary Kate Mellow
Clara Melman
Thomas and Oneida Mendez-Laws
Robert and Barbara Meyer
Judith Meyers
Paul Michaels and Sandra Chamberlin
Joyce Michaelson
Lisa Mierop
Jeannette and Philip Miller
Kevin Miller and Claire Wilks
Larry and Nicole Miller
Robert Miller
Trent Miller and Louis Marino
Scott and Amy Minars
John Edward Mintz
Polly Monsees
Montclair Municipal Clerk
Montclair Orthodontics
Montclair Restaurant Group Inc.
Leland and Karen Montgomery
Melissa Moore
Lynn Kasner Morgan
Maureen Morgan
Frank Van Morrelgem
Shelby Moser
Arlene and Harry Moskowitz
Joseph and Rochelle Most
Mountainside Literary Circle
Erika Munter and Benjamin Weiss
Genya Muzyczka
Donna Myrie
Patricia Nachtigal
Rita Nadler
Amit and Jeannine Nanavati
Vijay Nangia
Ronald and Diana Naspo
Lorraine Neal
Robert and Brenda Negus
Jeff and Tracy Nelson
Sherri Neuwirth
Louise Nevin
Richard and Mary Newman
Betty Nolan
Michael and Elizabeth Norman
Martha Nowycky
Thomas C. Nye
Walter O’Brien
Janine O’Connor
Edward O’Hara
Stephen and Rose Oosting
Jesusa G. Organista
Janet Orr
Cesar Ortiz
Benek and Imke Oster
Florence and Brian O’Sullivan
Alfred and Jennifer Otero
Over the Rainbow Nursery, Inc.
Paul and Mary Ellen Palmeri
Thomas and Beth Panucci
Mary Alyce Pardo
Martin Lawrence Parker
Martin Parker
Jodi Paroff and Peter Della Bella
Jean M. Pascuiti
John Paolo Pepe and Melissa Katz
Maria Peppard
Tom and Patricia Perlmutter
Earl and Anita Peterson
Andrea Peyser
Mollie Pfumm
Anita Phalon
Sheila and Bruce Phariss
Jonathan and Jennifer Phillips
Philip Pinto
Steven Plofker and Bobbi Brown
John W. Poole, M.D. and Louise D. Poole
David Popiel
Betsy and Jim Poris
Thelma and Herbert Portnoff
Tanya Priber
Jim Price and Mara Novak
Judy Pritchett
Arlene Pulsinelle
Dawn Quinn
Kathleen and Michael Quinn
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Donors

- Dr. Arnold and Stephanie Rabinowitz
- M. Randall and Cindia Strickland
- Robert and Shelley Rawley
- Amber Reed
- Susan M. Reich
- Heidi Reifenberg
- Glenn and Lyn Reiter
- Susan Reitz
- Mary Ann Renn
- Lisanne L. Renner and Adam Grace
- Ruth Rennie
- Eugene Reynolds
- Elizabeth Riggs
- Kevin and Anne Riordan
- Craig Risinger
- Lynn Ritchkoff
- Michael Rivas
- Erica Rivera
- Deborah Rivers
- J. Michael Roberts
- Edward and Gloria Robin
- Cathlyn Robinson and Louis Gagnon
- Janet Robusto
- Glenn and Katrina Rogers
- Vincent and Constance Romano
- Charles and Lauren Rosen
- Todd and Jeannie Rosen
- Kathy Rosenberg
- Jon Rosenhein and Ellen Lovitz
- Brad Rosenkrantz
- Andrew and Mary Beth Rosenthal
- Alix Ross and Ted Kastner
- Marian Rothenberg
- Margret Rothman
- Rena Rothman
- Barry Roy and Angela Pandolfo
- Robert and Katherine Ruberton
- Simon and Christie Rule
- Dale Russakoff and Matthew Purdy
- Gray Russell
- Kevin Russell
- Darwin Sanchez
- Jonathan Sander
- Patricia Sanders
- Dave and Elsy Sandhusen
- Sharon Sandusky
- Mildred Sauro
- James Savage and Tara Dooley
- Maureen Savage
- Kurt Schansinger
- Alexander and Doris Schapira
- Emil and Dorothy Schattner
- Steven and Susan Schechter
- Eric Scherzer
- Kenneth and Robin Schlager
- Michael Schmidt
- Kathleen and Howard Schostack
- Newton and Toni Schott
- Lorinda Schrager
- Luis and Vivian Schuchinski
- Tony Schuman and Peg Seip
- Jonathan Schwartz and Kate Zernike
- Michael and Jane Schwartzberg
- Jim and Susan Schwei
- Virginia Scott-Fleming
- Richard and Claudette Scutari
- Samuel Selesnick and Alexandra Kent
- Katie Severance
- Shantilal and Sons Inc. Eastern Gifts
- Jo Ann Sharkey
- Kelly Shaw
- Ronald and Robin Sherman
- Mark and Frances Shoenfield
- Mark Siegel
- Peter Ross Sieger and Bassam K. Abed
- Andrew and Merrill Silver
- Paul and Denise Silverman
- Michael and Allison Silverstein
- Harold Simon
- Peter Simon and Kristin Wald
- Edward and Linda Rose Simpfendorfer
- Edith A. and Ronald D. Sirianni
- Jordan Sklar
- David and Kathleen Skutch
- Andrew and Robyn Slutzky
- Gregory and Pamela Smith
- Kevin and Joanne Smith
- Amy and Cindy Smith-Freitag
- John and Lara Snyder
- Edward Solecki and Linda McNish
- Dorothy Sommer
- Susie Sonneborn and Tom Blim
- Katharine Sonnenberg
- Paula Span
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Jack Spear and Antonia Ballare
Donald Spector and Susan Green
Sophia Spehar
Karen Speth
Doris Spivey
Benjamin and Madeleine St. Jacques
Elizabeth A. Standbridge
Nancy and Laurence Star
Mitchell Stepleton
Brian and Linda Sterling
Jason Stipanov
Susan Stohr
Tage and Patricia Strom
Susanna Suh and James Larish
Mary M. Sullivan
Missy Sullivan
Patricia Sullivan
Terry Sullivan
Thomas and Gemma Sullivan
Jane and Harvey Susswein
Priscilla Swalm and Dennis Connors
Paul Swanson and Sarah Olson
Rachel Swans and Henri Cauvin
Michael and Judy Sylvan
Karen Szczepanski and David Kranz
Debra Taffet
Nancy Jo Taiani
Shalini Taneja
Hilary Rosenthal Taylor
Robert I. and Sharon C. Taylor
The Teachers Club of Montclair
Lettie Teague and Roger Drill
Steven and Jane Tennen
Lois Tigay
Gerald and Laura Tobin
David Topchik
Laura Torchio
William and Cynthia Treene
John S. and Phyllis J. Triarsi
Jamie and Mark Truman
Alexander and Cynthia Ward Tsyrlin
Richard and Nina Tucker
Del and Ben Turgelsky
Edward Unger
Lily Vakili and Robert Ellis
Margaret Valentine
Deborah Van Exel
Alice Van Straalen
Eisso and Samantha VanderMeulen
Marcos Vargas
Tony Vecchione and Kerry Giles
Susan Verity
Kenneth and Roberta Verostick
Mary Ann Vierheilig
Sue W. Villarosa
Sandra Vollero-Levy
David Waggett and Carole Schaffer
Patricia Theresa Wahl
Suzy L. Wakefield
Peter and Lisa Wald
Grace Walls
Carol M. Walsh
Frank and Margo Walter
Ingo and Jutta Walter
Todd and Eleanor Walter
Sue and Randy Walther
Linda Wanat
Brendan and Miriam Ward
David Wasmuth
Mimi and Roosevelt Weaver
Mark and Suzanne Weinberg
Leonard and Susan Weintraub
Eric Weiser
Robert and Ellen Weiser
Nicholas Weiss and Donna Spivey
Wells Fargo Advisors
West Essex Chapter 131 AARP
Larry and Lisa Westreich
Lois and Christopher Whipple
Margaret Whitsett
Jeannette Wicks
Leslie Rhea-Chabon Wiesner and Matthew C. Wiesner
Keith Wiggs
Tom and Diane Wilkin
Miranda Wilkotz
Kenneth Williams
Rita Williams-Bogar
David Willner and Carol Gamm
Laura Wilson
The Woman’s Club of Upper Montclair
James and Kim Woodard
The Write Group
Jinghai Xu
Donors
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Susan Youdovin
Albert and Jennifer Young
YourCause
Yen Yu
Angela Aiello Zaccardi

Lloyd and Margo Zbar
Samuel Zeldis
Don and Joan Zief
Suzanne Zimmermann
Christina Zorich

Tribute Gifts

In memory of Ruth Coppola
  Leonard J. and Carmel Desiderio
  Linda G. Lipscomb
  Donald and Grace Martin
  Janine O’Connor
  Dr. Arnold and Stephanie Rabinowitz
  Carol M. Walsh

In honor of Ed Gold
  Michael and Lori Goldstein

In honor of Marie Hinds
  Melinda Covington

In memory of Deanna Lawasch
  Joseph and Diana Lunin

In memory of Joan Montemareno
  Joseph and Diana Lunin

In memory of Kathryn Perino
  Brenda Angelosante
  Mary Augone and John Andrew Maguire
  Charles F. and Barbara A. Kiley
  Mountainside Literary Circle
  Jean M. Pascuiti
  Edith A. and Ronald D. Sirianni
  Karen Speth
  John S. and Phyllis J. Triarsi

In memory of Tonu Vanderer
  Joseph and Diana Lunin

In memory of the Honorable William H. Walls, Esq.
  Joseph and Diana Lunin

In honor of Linda Wanat
  Montclair Municipal Clerk

Corporate Matching Gifts

Apple
Bank of America
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Google
Macy’s

Merck Foundation
MUFG Union Bank
Open Society Institute
Penguin Random House LLC

Gifts received January 1 - December 31, 2019
Please contact info@montclairplf.org with any questions.

The Montclair Public Library Foundation strives to be accurate in its acknowledgment of our generous donors. If there are errors, please let us know so they can be corrected.
Staff

Administration
Lisa Connell
Peter Coyl
Adrienne Harden
Eileen Lundberg
Bruce Naidoff
Selwa Shamy
Linda Welch
Jeannette Wicks

Barbara Sanders-Harris
Kim Seltzer
Marisa Shaari
Nicola Whipple
Carmen Wong

Bellevue Avenue Branch
Joseph Rivera

Adult School
Maurice Boyer
Joanne Ciervo
Jeanne Evans
Nancy Iannace
Patricia Way

Athenae Aliferis
Elliot Butler
Jeff Cole
Valerie Coughlin
Derek Duncan
Thomas Hoesly
Janice Johnson
Jacqyelyn Maltino
Kakuyon Mataeh
Yennoco Mayhew
Michael Papuzenski
Dawn Quinn
Thomas Sears
Christopher Sorhaindo
Barbara Spires
AminMaki Stevens
MariAnne Yeterian

Borrower Services

Collection & Materials Services
Kenneth French
Diane Josephs

Facilities & Security
Shacoy Bradley
Timothy Flowers
Wallace Whitehurst

Adult Services
Paul Brennan
Jill DeMarco
Tina Doody
Molly Hone
Clyde Johnson
Julia Koleda
Anne Lonergan
Ryan Norman
Alexander Russo

Youth & Teen Services
Melanie Bruchet
Devis Garcia
Alex Locke
Linda McMahan
Janet Morales
Nguenar Ndiaye
Penina Onyango
Kiersten Paine
Lisa Marie Palacio
Enola Romano
Maxwell Ruddy
Thomas Ruddy
Lisa Sedita
Avrianny Thorngren
Jessica Trujillo
Matilda Williams

Collection & Materials Services

Volunteers

Thank you to all the volunteers who helped in 2019. Together they volunteered 2,321 hours!

Molly Cody
Barbara Farber
Daniel Fogel
Mary Ann Ford
Anita Giffinger
Barbara Hedeen
Susan Helman
Lois Hull

Grace Ju
Martha Kanner
David Key
Jasmine Key
Shirley Li
Jerika Lufrano
Rebecca Lutz
Catherine Meyer

Marion Sanders
John Sieck
Robert Sillery
Carol Singer
Alan Smith
Rosanne Spendley
Mike Sylvan